
Fabrice Florin did not find what they were looking for.

I want to hear more about sparrows their live and facts.

2 months ago · Details  

3 times flagged as abuseNo readers found it helpful (0 yes / 14 no)

A reader found what they were looking for.

Wikipedia, in general, is extremely useful to me. Thank you, thank you! I was happy to read 
all kinds of articles, but especially the ones about animals.

8 months ago · Details 

Fabrice Florin did not find what they were looking for. 2 months ago · Details  

Fabrice Florin did not find what they were looking for.

I want to hear more about sparrows their live and facts.

2 months ago · Details 
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I am interested in the number of hours that these birds can keep flying without rest, the migratory 
routes if any, and the number of different colours of they feathers. Another interesting aspect to 
mention is the comparison in size with similar birds. This is really imortant for... Read more. 
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Mark as:

Feature this post Mark as relevant: Relevance is a concept already used in the UI and the 
+ sign is consistent with moderation tool iconography.
Moderation tools: "Add tag" conveys the idea of optionality.

Useful: Useful concept and thumbs up icon are already familiar.
Moderation tools: Verbs are implicit ("mark as" can be shown on 
hover). The lack of label makes it less crowded visually.
Problems: Having only thumbs creates an asymetry (where is thumbs 
down?). The user can get contradictory info or posts that readers 
downvoted.

Support this post: "Support" is used to differentiate from 
"mark" (which is used for actions that "finalize" the post).
Moderation tools: Use "mark as" which is neutral  regarding obligation.
Problems: "Support this post" introduced a new concept which is not 
used in any other action or filter.
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Remove support
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Feature this post1

Visual tags: A radical simplification to present all moderation as a 
single action: tag. Tag concept makes it not mandatory and are 
deemphasized in color to avoid competing wih other actions. Less 
clutter, more touch friendly.
Problems: "View activity" becomes only accessible through details. 
More HTML/CSS tweaks are needed compared to other alternatives. 
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